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Valentine table

The candy coloredcenterpiece is for a Valentineparty, and it’s ail concoctedof
cardboard, glue and paint! House is a small box, sprayed with pink paint,
corrugated roof and eaves, sprayed white, are glued to lid. Frosting-like trim is
glue. The cardboard base is sprayed cherry red and trimmed with path of paper
hearts, with more hearts spray-stenciled on tablecloth. As for the lacy baskets,
they're doilies layered with glue and molded around such shapes as a bowl or a
lid.
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Test is important
ASTRA ROSE is a test improver.
ASTRA ROSE daughtersare fancy.
ASTRA ROSE daughters milk too.
ASTRA ROSE is plus across the board.

To improve milkproduction, test andtype ask your
ABS representative for ASTRA ROSE.
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NEW YORK, N.Y. - Who
isn’t in love with Valentine’s
Day, with its hearts and
flowers and all its- old-
fashioned trimmings? And,
in the midst of bleak winter,
what could be more heart-
warming than an those
Valentine reds and pinks?
It’s enough to make ydu
wantto give a party just for
the glowof it!

It’s easy tormake a table
setting that 'creates a
Valentine mood - with a
heart-dotted tablecloth,
doily baskets, and a con-
fection of a centerpiece. Try
one, two or put all three
together for a table that’s
likea three-DValentine!

To make the tablecloth,
stencil an assortment of
bright red hearts on a plain
pink cloth (could be an old
pink sheet!) Draw a variety
of hearts on a piece of stiff
paper or cardboard, and cut
out to make stencil. Spread

cloth oh layers of .

newspaper, smooth flat, and
lay stencil on it/ Anchor
stencil with masking tape, ,

making sure it’s flush with

cloth so {taint can’t seep
underv Mask adjacent areas
of cloth with newspaper.
Then spray lightly, holding
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